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Executive Summary

North America stands at an energy crossroads. With the world fast approaching the end of cheap, plentiful conventional oil, we now face a choice: to develop ever-dirtier sources of transportation fuel derived from fossil fuels—at an even greater cost to our health and environment—or to set a course for a more sustainable energy future of clean, renewable fuels. Fortunately, we have the solutions at hand to guide us toward a cleaner fuel future: By increasing the efficiency of our cars and trucks to “stretch” our supply of conventional oil, and by developing low-carbon substitutes such as sustainably produced biofuels, we can continue to power our cars and trucks while safeguarding our health, our communities, and our environment.

Unfortunately, the United States and Canada remain largely focused on scraping the bottom of the barrel by betting on lower-grade and difficult-to-access raw fossil fuels, including those extracted from tar sands, oil shale, and even coal. The United States, as the number-one consumer of oil in the world, is the primary driver behind the development of oil substitutes in North America. This report explores for the first time the full scale of the damage that our enormous appetite for energy could have on the air we breathe, the water we drink, our climate, and our invaluable wildlands.

“Unconventional” Fuels Are Not the Answer
Each of the fuel sources described in this report—tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal—comes with its own set of serious risks to our health, to our environment, and to the bottom line of businesses that invest in these high-carbon fossil fuels. Development of these fuels is fundamentally incompatible with our need for cleaner fuels to preserve our air, protect our lands, and avert dangerous global warming.

For example:
- Tar sands extraction in Canada’s Boreal Forest is destroying virtually undisturbed wilderness areas with a vast network of open pit mines, wells, roads, and pipes.
- Oil shale drilling in parts of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming would drain scarce western water resources, threaten wildlife habitat, and increase air pollution that can contribute to asthma and emphysema, cause mercury poisoning, and even lead to premature death.
- Liquid coal development in the West risks increasing global warming pollution, degrading the scenic beauty and wilderness value of our 46 western national parks, and
increasing water and air pollution from devastating mining practices.

Unless the energy industry changes course, America's cars and trucks will increasingly run on fuel stripped, mined, or produced in other environmentally devastating ways from Canada or the United States. These developments are unfolding heedless of another reason for transitioning away from oil: averting the devastating impacts of global warming. Our changing climate presents an urgent challenge. To avoid catastrophic global warming, the best expert opinion is that North America needs to reduce global warming pollution by 80 percent from today's levels by 2050.1 Unless we take swift action, U.S. transportation sector emissions, which already contribute a third of total U.S. global warming pollution, will double by 2050. We can prevent this by doubling fuel efficiency, reducing miles driven, and rapidly transitioning to low-carbon fuels. These measures will temper the rapid growth in our nation's oil dependence and at the same time move us toward achieving the economy-wide goal of an 80 percent emissions reduction by mid-century.

The summary chart below highlights some of the damaging effects of production of these resources and the places that are most severely affected. For more details and description, turn to the relevant section of the report.

Dirty Fuels Are an Investment Risk for Businesses and Taxpayers
Producing fuel from tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal is not only environmentally risky, but also a risky business proposition. In the near future, the United States is likely to join Europe and Japan in adopting mandatory limits on global warming pollution. Businesses developing these highly polluting fuels will likely find they are poor investments in a global market that increasingly values clean, low-carbon energy technologies. Moreover, taxpayers are being asked to share the bill for these risky deals through government subsidies and entitlements. Taxpayers and investors alike should be wary of putting their dollars into risky ventures involving carbon-intensive fuels.

---

### “Unconventional Fuel” Production Wreaks Havoc on Health, Land, and Wildlife Across North America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Places at Risk</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tar Sands</td>
<td>Boreal Forest, Alberta, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Shale</td>
<td>Green River Basin covering parts of Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Coal</td>
<td>Appalachia in the East; Illinois in the Midwest; Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado in the West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key**
- 🏰 Pollutes drinking water with toxic chemicals
- 📊 Harms local and Aboriginal communities
- 🇨🇦 Releases more global warming pollution compared with conventional fuel
- 🎨 Destroys wildlife habitats and ecosystems
- ⚠️ Scars our lands
- 🌡️ Threatens air quality
- 🏗️ Reduces local water supply

---
Solutions for a Clean, Efficient, and Secure Energy Future

There are serious costs and consequences of hewing to the high-pollution path for fueling North America’s transportation sector. Fortunately, there are solutions we can put in place now—as investors, as policymakers, and as industry leaders—that will help steer North America onto the cleaner road.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTORS

InVESTORS should:
- Demand transparency regarding the full financial risks associated with the environmental and social liabilities of unconventional sources of liquid fuel;
- Assign a financial value for the short- and long-term environmental risks of unconventional sources of liquid fuel, including the cost of emissions-control technology, and require companies to articulate strategies for mitigating these risks; and
- Consider the competitiveness of unconventional sources of liquid fuel in a carbon-constrained market and actively evaluate fuel technologies based on their potential to meet a low-carbon fuel obligation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDUSTRY

- Automakers should promote technologies that power vehicles with electricity, not oil.
- Truck and airplane manufacturers should deploy new, advanced technologies to get farther on less oil.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS

Policymakers should:
- Establish a low-carbon fuel performance standard that requires a less carbon-intensive fuel mix over time and creates a competitive market for clean fuels;
- Enact reasonable sustainability standards and global warming pollution safeguards to reduce unintended environmental harms from increasing biofuels production;
- Require all vehicles to be flex-fuel;
- Require, and help finance, the transformation of retail fuel delivery to provide more fuel options at the pump;
- Raise fuel economy standards for cars and light trucks;
- Adopt fuel economy performance standards for heavy trucks and tires; and
- Invest in transit and provide incentives for people to opt out of driving.

A Better Way Forward

This report examines the path North America is on to fuel its cars and trucks, starting with a supply-and-demand analysis of the current state of transportation fuels. We next turn to the existing and future impacts of the three pollution-heavy fossil fuel extraction methods touted by North American governments and industry: tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal. Finally, we outline a cleaner path to reduced reliance on oil and reduced global warming pollution, highlighting the growing consensus among business leaders, defense experts, and energy experts that investment in environmentally sustainable fuels, energy efficiency, and fuel economy can bring new, cleaner technologies to the market and provide more environmentally sustainable transportation choices.

The race to tap so-called “unconventional” fuel sources threatens the Athabasca River delta in Alberta, Canada, the largest freshwater delta in the world. The Athabasca is downstream from polluting tar sands operations.
CHAPTER 1

Transportation Fuel at a Crossroads

Most experts agree that we are approaching the end of cheaply accessible oil. Many experts predict a peaking of conventional oil production a few years or at most a few decades away. What replaces oil will profoundly affect our security, economy, and environment. In the United States, conventional oil production peaked in 1970 and has been stagnant ever since, in spite of continued exploration and investment. We’re scouring the earth for more oil, from the tar-like substance mixed with sands excavated from under the Boreal forests of Alberta, Canada, to material mined from shale under the U.S. Rockies, to coal stripped from the mountains of the American West and Appalachia and manufactured into synthetic liquid fuel. North America may well be transitioning from cheap, accessible oil toward costlier, lower-quality, and environmentally destructive fossil fuel resources.

At this critical crossroads for fueling our future, we must now make a choice about how to meet our transportation needs. Will we do so by compounding our addiction to oil by fixating on even dirtier, unconventional fossil fuels? Or will we choose a new path toward environmentally sound fuels, new low-carbon technologies, and cleaner approaches to transportation?

The choice is ours to make.

The Demand Side: The Gas-Guzzling Transportation Sector
Transportation outweighs every other sector in petroleum consumption, accounting for two-thirds of total U.S. oil demand (see Figure 1).
America consumes more oil per capita than any other country in the world, using up a quarter of the oil produced globally. And high prices haven’t slowed us down: Even in the context of sustained high oil prices in the last five years, fuel use trends remain largely unchanged. Instead, our transportation fuel demand continues to rise relentlessly; in fact, as of 2005, transportation accounted for more than 28 percent of our total energy use.4

The Supply Side: Strained Production Capacity
Booming demand has outstripped production and refining capacity in recent years. This is in part due to what some have dubbed “the end of cheap oil,” as exploration and production of oil fields move to the most difficult-to-access and technically challenging locales, such as deepwater fields.5

The rise of national oil companies (NOCs) as the keepers of an increasing portion of the world’s remaining oil endowment has sparked concerns among some analysts about constraints on supply due to concentration of ownership among politically unstable countries such as Iran and Venezuela.6 According to a new Rice University study, 77 percent of the world’s 1.148 trillion barrels of proven reserves are in the hands of the national companies; 14 of the top 20 oil-producing companies are state-controlled.7

Supply concerns are unlikely to be eased by the growing clout of the world’s oil cartel, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which added Angola as its newest member this year.8 OPEC is now poised to control more than 50 percent of the oil market in coming years, up from 35 percent today.9

Price Trends: Opening a Pandora’s Box
North American consumers have been hit hard at the pump in the past few years as a result of booming demand and concerns about supply. High prices, in turn, spur producers’ interest in excavating for dirty fuel—despite the higher cost to our health and environment.

In the beginning of 2004, the average price of a barrel of oil in the global marketplace passed the $30 mark, and it shows no sign of going down anytime soon. According to Energy Information Administration (EIA) projections, oil prices for 2007-2008 will remain at an average of $64 per barrel.10 High prices are making high-carbon fuel sources more attractive to producers, whereas low-carbon fuels—which rely on new industries—still struggle to attract investments in an economy that does not have mandatory global warming pollution controls. Untapped high-carbon energy sources—though risky—are plentiful, with oil shale and tar sands combined representing 3.5 trillion barrels.11

Unless industry, policymakers, and the public are motivated to steer another course, continued price trends will likely cause us to stumble into much greater use of high-carbon fuels. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) confirms this in its most recent projections, which assume no change in current policy. And interest in unconventional fuel will only jump if the EIA’s high-price scenario comes to pass and prices breach the $100-per-barrel mark by 2030—something that would have seemed unlikely a few short years ago, but seems possible now.12

The graph below shows the growth, in percentage, of unconventional sources of liquid fuels in two possible scenarios for price trends in EIA’s most recent Annual Energy Outlook: The reference case (ending at $59 a barrel in 2030) and a high-price case (ending at $101 a barrel in 2030).

Figure 2

Source: Annual Energy Outlook 2007, EIA.
ultra-heavy oils, shale oils, and tar sands.” International oil companies are already pressing forward with new investments, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Major Corporations Are Investing in “Unconventional” Oil and Liquid Coal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Investing in Unconventional Fuel?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tar Sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExxonMobil</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Dutch Shell</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Corp.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConocoPhillips</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, price trends help explain the growing interest in these investments. Tar sands exploitation becomes economically viable above a threshold of $30 per barrel, and production of liquid fuels derived from oil shale and coal could become similarly viable at slightly higher prices. However, large upfront capital investments are required, and these fuels are much more costly to produce on a per-unit basis than those derived from conventional oil (see the chapters that discuss these resources in depth for more details).

Huge capital investment is indeed required to get these new industries off the ground. In its World Energy Outlook reference case, the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that annual global investments in field exploration and development, including unconventional oil and liquefied coal projects, must average $125 billion (in 2005 dollars) from 2006-2030, or 25 percent higher than in the past decade. Much of this capital could be put to other uses; sinking it into development of high-carbon fuels poses serious risks.

The High Environmental Price of Unconventional Fuels

Extraction of tar sands, oil shale, and coal for fuel also comes with terrible risks to the environment and communities. Fuel production from these sources is energy intensive, and the production process emits a far higher amount of global warming pollution than does conventional oil production (see Figure 3). Moreover, extraction of all three resources comes at enormous cost to our water, air, forests, wetlands, and wildlife and places serious burdens on community infrastructure and public health.

Figure 3

We now turn to a detailed assessment of the cost and consequences of choosing to fuel our transportation future with these three high-pollution alternatives to conventional oil.
Race to Develop Tar Sands
In North America, tar sands are primarily found under an area of Alberta’s Boreal forest and wetlands that is larger than the state of Florida. The tar sands are estimated to contain 1.7 trillion barrels of crude bitumen. Only recently deemed commercially viable, such reserves make Canada second in the world in oil reserves, after Saudi Arabia.

Commercial development of the tar sands began near Fort McMurray, Alberta, with open-pit strip mines in the late 1960s and continued at a slow pace through the 1970s and 1980s. Until the mid-1990s, tar sands development was considered unprofitable and risky. Then the Alberta government and the government of Canada, together with the oil industry, laid out a new, 25-year strategy for tar sands oil production. The strategy included proposals for new tax breaks, an investment-friendly royalty regime with low royalty rates, and a new marketing face for the tar sands that rebranded them “oil sands,” a term deemed more attractive than “tar sands.” Now, with rising oil prices and significant oil deposits becoming harder to find, the petroleum industry is flocking to the tar sands. Production of oil from Alberta’s tar sands has doubled over the last 10 years to approximately 1.1 million barrels per day in 2005.

However, there is a growing backlash in Alberta against the rapid pace of tar sands development. The rate of growth of the environmental “footprint” of tar sands development has resulted in the United Nations Environment Program identifying the Athabasca tar sands region as one of the world’s top 100 hotspots of environmental change. Albertans are voicing concern that environmental, public health, and infrastructure needs are not able to keep pace with the current rate of development. An overwhelming majority of Albertans (91 percent) has said they expect the environment to be protected, even if this slows down opportunities for tar sands development.

Residents of Fort Chipewyan, a community of about 1,200 people 300 kilometers downstream of Fort McMurray, have been diagnosed with a high number of illnesses, including leukemia, lymphomas, lupus, and autoimmune diseases.
This led the Fort McMurray medical examiner, Dr. John O’Connor, to state that “he’d like some answers before more developments are approved,” citing an unusually high number of immune system diseases affecting the thyroid. Similarly, the mayor and city council of the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo—the economic hub of tar sands development—voted unanimously to put the brakes on all future oil sands development until infrastructure issues are addressed.

**How Do You Get Oil From Tar Sands?**

Tar sands consist of a mixture of 85 percent sand, clay, and silt; 5 percent water; and 10 percent crude bitumen—the tarlike substance that can be converted to oil. Once separated from the sand, the bitumen is still low-grade, heavy oil that must undergo an energy-intensive process to turn it into a synthetic crude oil that more closely resembles conventional crude oil. Today, most tar sands oil production results in vast open-pit mines—some as large as three miles wide and 200 feet deep. But only a small fraction of the bitumen deposits are close enough to the surface to be mined. The bulk of the established reserves (82 percent) are deeper and must be extracted by an energy-intensive process of injecting high-pressure steam into the ground to soften the bitumen so it can be pumped to the surface. Tar sands oil production uses enormous amounts of both water and energy—from mining and drilling the tar sands to processing the bitumen that is eventually converted to oil. Natural gas is the current fuel of choice in the tar sands because it has been readily available and relatively inexpensive. Altogether, the tar sands industry consumes enough natural gas every day to heat roughly 4 million American homes.

The tar sands’ incredible appetite for energy also has triggered proposals to build new natural gas pipelines and...
open up new areas to natural gas drilling, including a 758-mile pipeline and gas fields through the pristine Boreal wilderness of the Mackenzie Valley in the Northwest Territories. One of the last large, intact portions of the Boreal forest, the Mackenzie Valley is home to grizzly bear and caribou and is the breeding ground of many migratory birds—all of which will be harmed by the pipeline and associated development it will facilitate. Oil companies such as ExxonMobil, active in both the Mackenzie Gas Project and the tar sands, have acknowledged that the Mackenzie Valley pipeline would be an important part of the infrastructure for fueling the oil sands.

Using a relatively low-emissions fuel—natural gas—in a process that is so intensive that overall global warming pollution is increased just doesn’t make sense in today’s world. However, other emerging sources of energy for fueling tar sands development are not necessarily better. Gasification of coal or oil sands residue (the coke by-product of upgrading) is the most commonly proposed alternative to natural gas and would bring with it even higher global warming pollution emissions unless mitigating technologies, such as carbon capture and disposal, are employed from the start. Further, concerns about the need for a clean energy source in the tar sands are often accompanied by the question of whether nuclear energy would be an option to reduce global warming pollution emissions. Nuclear energy is not an acceptable option at this point in the tar sands for several reasons, including the large capital investments and costs involved in building nuclear power plants, the environmental damage associated with fuel mining, concerns about nuclear security and proliferation, and concerns with storage, transportation, and management of nuclear waste.
Environmental and Social Costs of Tar Sands Are Too High

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES FEAR FOR THEIR HEALTH, WATER, AND LAND
Aboriginal communities with traditional territories in the Alberta tar sands oil development region see the direct effects of development on their environment, culture, and traditional land uses. The Mikisew Cree First Nation and the Athabasca Chipewyan Nation have expressed concerns about the way Alberta is handling environmental and public health issues in the tar sands region, for instance by pulling out of a regional process set up to deal with cumulative environmental impacts. Specifically, the Mikisew Cree First Nation, which lives with the downstream impacts of tar sands development, has expressed concerns about water pollution, toxic waste management, ecological restoration, water level reductions in rivers and aquifers, decline in wildlife populations such as moose and muskrat, and loss of fish habitat.

GLOBAL WARMING POLLUTION FROM TAR SANDS OIL PRODUCTION IS HIGHER THAN FROM CONVENTIONAL OIL PRODUCTION
Canada’s tar sands are the single largest contributor to global warming pollution growth in Canada. Further, tar sands oil production generates almost three times as much global warming pollution as conventional oil production because of the massive amounts of energy needed to extract, upgrade, and refine the oil. Global warming pollution emissions from tar sands production already totaled 25 megatons in 2003—more than the global warming pollution emissions from all the cars in Maryland that year. Tar sands–related global warming pollution is projected to more than quadruple to between 108 and 126 megatons by 2015. As of early 2007, oil companies and government were discussing possibilities for carbon capture and disposal in the tar sands region, but without clear funding and timelines for the actual construction of such a system. Tar sands development is also largely responsible for the recent regional increase in air pollution from nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, volatile organic compounds, and particulate matter.

OPEN-PIT MINES AND INTENSIVE DRILLING ARE TURNING THE BOREAL FOREST INTO A WASTELAND
“Tar sands” is a misleading name for a region that is still mostly undisturbed Boreal, including forests and wetlands. The Boreal is home to many species sensitive to industrial development, such as caribou and lynx. But open-pit mining turns this valuable ancient forest into a wasteland with polluted waters. Drilling in the tar sands requires such a complex of wells, roads, and pipes in areas where drilling is taking place that every part of the forest will be within a few hundred yards of an industrial intrusion. Although the companies in the tar sands assert that the land is reclaimed after mining, there has not yet been any mine fully reclaimed. Forest, peatlands, and wetlands ecosystems are highly complex, and it is unlikely they will regenerate in areas filled with mine waste.

TOXIC WASTE POLLUTION AND WATER WITHDRAWALS THREATEN DELICATE WETLANDS AND RIVER ECOSYSTEMS
Both mining and drilling operations in the tar sands have severe impacts on water in Alberta. The tar sands region is rich in wetlands in the form of bogs, fens, shallow ponds, shoreline marshes, and river delta systems, such as the Peace-Athabasca Delta just downstream from the tar sands (to the north). The Alberta Chamber of Resources has identified water use as one of the top four challenges for mining operations. Mining operations require dredging wetlands, taking large amounts of water from the rivers. The ecological integrity of any aquatic ecosystem requires that adequate flows and seasonal variations in flow be maintained. Fish populations such as walleye, goldeye, and long-nose sucker are vulnerable, particularly when water withdrawals reduce winter habitat in the Athabasca River. But water allocations for existing, approved, and planned tar sands mining operations are expected to quadruple over allocations for existing projects in 2004.

In-situ operations that take water from underground aquifers can also harm the area’s water supply. The hydrology in this region is a complex network of underground freshwater and saline aquifers, ground waters, and wetlands. The links among these systems are not yet fully understood, nor are the impacts of the water withdrawals and surface land and water destruction.
One specific concern is that taking water out of underground aquifers could cause surface water to sink—causing, for example, a loss of wetlands. Tar sands mines also require extensive human-made wastewater reservoirs—which the industry calls “tailings ponds”—that pose another potential threat to wildlife and water. Collectively, these pools of waste cover almost 20 square miles, and are so vast that they can be seen from space. The high concentrations of pollutants such as naphthenic acids in tar sands tailings ponds are acutely toxic to aquatic life. To chase off migratory birds, propane cannons go off at random intervals and scarecrows stand guard on floating barrels. Many of the tailings ponds are next to water bodies such as the Athabasca River, and there are concerns about potential leakage from existing tailings ponds and from future “remediated” or buried tailings. Alberta Environment does not regulate naphthenic acids, and future management of these pollutants is fraught with uncertainty.

Canada Is Becoming America’s Gas Tank

America is Canada’s largest market for crude oil exports. The United States imports oil from the tar sands both in final refined form and in forms that still need further refining (synthetic crude oil or blended bitumen). Tar sands oil is primarily used to produce fuels (motor gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and heating oil) and petrochemicals. By 2005, Canada was already exporting almost 1.5 million barrels per day of crude oil to the United States. In fact, 66 percent of Canada’s oil production is exported, and since 1995, the United States has received 99 percent of these exports.

While Canada’s domestic demand for oil has remained stable, growing foreign demand, almost exclusively from the United States, is driving increased oil production, much of which is coming from Alberta’s tar sands. In 2004 the oil industry invested almost US$9 billion in Alberta’s tar sands and more than US$100 billion could be invested between 2006 and 2015 if all announced projects proceed.

With this frenzy of activity, Canada’s National Energy Board projected that oil production from the tar sands could increase from a little over 1 million barrels per day to between 3 and 4.4 million barrels per day by 2015. It also noted that growing American oil demand coupled with continuing concerns about geopolitical events and security of supply would make Canada an attractive and secure source of supply. In January 2006, a two-day oil summit was held in Houston, Texas, organized by the U.S. Department of Energy, Canada’s department of Natural Resources, and representatives of the oil industry. According to media reports, the minutes of the meeting documented plans for a “five-fold expansion” of tar sands production in a relatively “short time-span,” facilitated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Mining</th>
<th>In-Situ Drilling</th>
<th>Mackenzie Gas Project</th>
<th>Refining Tar Sands Oil in U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Texaco</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConocoPhillips</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encana</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial/Exxon Mobil</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Oil</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetroCanada</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Dutch Shell</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suncor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncrude (Canadian Oil Sands Ltd., Imperial /Exxon, Petro-Canada, ConocoPhillips, Murphy Oil)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalFina</td>
<td>Yes²⁶</td>
<td>Yes²⁶</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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in part by streamlining environmental regulations for new projects. While the Prime Minister’s Office noted that the Canadian government would not streamline environmental assessments to speed up development, the recently released federal budget included C$60 million to establish a Major Project Management Office to “streamline the review of natural resource projects,” “cut in half the average regulatory review period,” and develop “legislative and administrative options to further consolidate and streamline regulatory processes.”

However, if tar sands oil development is to continue even at its current rate of expansion, it will need additional upgrading capacity, which is likely to include additional refineries and pipelines in the United States.

U.S. refineries primarily in the Midwest and the Rockies already take and refine Canadian crude oil, including oil from Alberta’s tar sands. Currently there is a move among U.S.-based refineries to expand in order to handle synthetic crude oil and bitumen from Canadian tar sands. For example, Suncor Energy bought a Denver-area refinery in 2003 for US$150 million (C$220 million) and plans to spend US$445 million to upgrade the refinery to handle tar sands crude. In September 2006, BP entered the final planning stage of a US$3 billion investment in Canadian heavy crude oil processing at its Whiting Refinery in northwest Indiana. Also in 2006, Marathon Oil proposed an upgrade for its refinery in Detroit to process heavy Canadian crude. Another sign of the planned increase in U.S. refining of tar sands oil can be seen in the plans for a new transboundary pipeline to export oil from the tar sands in Alberta to the U.S. Midwest. As of early 2007, the pipeline was going through its permitting and environmental impact assessment process in both countries. The project’s proponents say that the pipeline will be able to deliver 435,000 barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil to existing terminals in Missouri (Salisbury) and Illinois (Wood River and Patoka), with possible expansion of system capacity in the future up to 591,000 bpd.

What Needs to Be Done: Stem Destructive Development

Tar sands development comes at a high price both financially and as a result of extensive environmental damage and impacts on surrounding communities. It is clear that continued tar sands extraction would only take us farther down the dirty energy path, when there is such opportunity to be moving toward a cleaner energy future. The immediate solution to the runaway pace and environmental problems related to tar sands oil development is a moratorium on new project approvals. This will allow a rigorous, full-cost analysis to be completed that considers the significant environmental and social costs of existing and planned tar sands development.

Tar sands oil development should not be the solution to our transportation fuel needs, but to the extent that it does continue, it must occur under much stricter environmental and social protections. Further development of the tar sands should, at a minimum, be preceded by:

- better consultation with Aboriginal communities and real attention to their concerns and those of other local communities;
- strict standards for water management, watershed preservation, and air pollution controls;
- reduction of global warming emissions from tar sands production through a combination of efficiency improvements and other carbon emissions reductions and through carbon dioxide capture and disposal; and
- an interconnected network of protected areas and corridors to maintain the ecological integrity of the Boreal forest and wildlife habitat.
Oil shale is a sedimentary rock found in vast quantities in the Green River Formation, which lies beneath portions of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. When heated to extreme temperatures, shale can be converted into liquid petroleum, which can be further refined into transportation fuel. Any large-scale oil shale development poses substantial threats to the air, water, wildlife, and communities of the western United States. Despite the serious risks of mining oil shale, the amount of potential oil in the Green River Formation makes it an attractive proposition for many oil companies.

With U.S. reserves estimated at about 1 trillion barrels of oil equivalent, oil shale has periodically been seen as a substitute source of oil. But large-scale development has never gotten off the ground, largely due to substantial cost and technical challenges associated with processing the shale and safely disposing of the waste. Attempts to develop the resource in response to the OPEC oil embargo in the 1970s famously failed in 1982 when Exxon closed the doors to its $5 billion Colony Oil Shale Plant near Rifle, Colorado, rendering 2,100 workers in western Colorado unemployed overnight.100

Though no conclusive measures of economic feasibility exist, potentially recoverable oil shale resources of the Green River Formation are often put at between 500 billion and 1.1 trillion barrels of oil. Even the midpoint of these estimates—800 billion barrels—is still more than triple the proven oil reserves of Saudi Arabia.101 About 500 billion barrels of potential shale oil are thought to be located in the Piceance Basin of western Colorado alone, meaning that this 1,200 square-mile area could

Vast quantities of oil shale lie beneath the Green River Formation area in the Western United States.
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hold as much oil as the entire world’s proven oil reserves. Federal lands overlie about 80 percent of the in-place shale resources in the Piceance Basin.

Recent record-high gasoline prices have led the federal government and industry to reevaluate oil shale as a potential source of domestic liquid fuel. Congress included provisions in the omnibus Energy Policy Act of 2005 to accelerate activities that might lead to leasing and development of federal oil shale resources.

Getting Oil From Shale
Oil shale contains kerogen, a precursor to petroleum. Extracting the petroleum from oil shale involves heating the rock to temperatures reaching 900° F to turn the kerogen into a liquid—in essence, speeding up what it takes nature millions of years to accomplish. The term “oil shale” is a misnomer, a marketing term that refers to the end product available after processing, and not the rock itself.

Shale oil can be produced in two ways. The traditional method is to mine it through open-pit or underground mines, crush vast amounts to the size of gravel, and then cook it in a surface retort. Modern methods attempt to produce shale oil in-situ, or in place, by heating the shale where it lies deep underground and then extracting the liquid from the ground with conventional well technology. Experimental in-situ methods proposed on federal research leases in Colorado include heating the shale with electric resistance heaters, fracturing the shale before heating it by circulating hot CO₂ gas through the formation, or circulating superheated steam through a closed-loop system to create a “broad horizontal layer of boiling oil” deep underground. None of these in-situ methods has been proven to work or to be economical, and each comes with substantial risks.

Shell Exploration and Production Company has been conducting research activities using in-situ technologies on private land in Rio Blanco County, Colorado, off and on for the last 20 years. Shell’s experimental process involves inserting closely spaced electrical resistance heaters deep in the ground and heating a 1,000-foot-thick section of the kerogen-rich Mahogany Zone to about 750° F over a two- to three-year period. Shell also proposes installing a freeze wall around the site by circulating refrigerant through closely spaced wells on the project’s perimeter to prevent groundwater from mixing with produced hydrocarbons. Although Shell claims to have produced about 1,500 barrels of light oil and gas (about 2 barrels a day), its project has caused a disturbance of virtually 100 percent of the surface area of its site, required substantial amounts of energy, and left behind residual char that could damage the water supply.

Though Shell has spent two decades refining its in-situ process at its private test site, it still cannot say how much energy its process needs, how much water will be required, or whether the process is economically viable at today’s oil prices. While Shell stated in testimony to the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee in June 2006 that it would make a determination of the commercial viability of its experimental in-situ technology by 2010, it has subsequently changed its tune. In February 2007, Shell said for the first time that it would push back that timeline into the next decade.
Oil Shale Development Poses Serious Environmental and Social Risks

OIL SHALE EXTRACTION CLOGS AIR WITH TOXIC POLLUTANTS
Mining oil shale will release harmful pollutants into the air, including sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), particulates, carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O$_3$), lead, and nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$), as well as pollutants such as silica, sulfur compounds, metals, carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), ammonia (NH$_3$), trace organics, and trace elements. These pollutants can increase asthma and emphysema, cause mercury poisoning, and even lead to premature death. The Bureau of Land Management’s own analysis concluded that oil shale research projects near the Flat Top Wilderness in Colorado would impair visibility there by more than 10 percent for several weeks each year, with significant effects on air quality.\(^{107}\)

These wildlands near Parachute, Colorado, could be replaced with an enormous complex of huge pollution-spewing power plants unless Congress acts to protect the American West from risky oil shale development. ©Alamy.

ENERGY-HUNGRY OIL SHALE HAS DIRE GLOBAL WARMING IMPLICATIONS
Producing oil from shale takes an enormous amount of energy and causes the emission of higher amounts of global warming pollution than conventional oil development. The RAND Corporation in 2005 found that the production of just 100,000 barrels of shale oil a day using Shell’s proposed in-situ process would require 1,200 megawatts of power.\(^{108}\) Development of this scale would call for construction of a power plant as large as any in Colorado history, large enough to serve a city of 500,000 people. Such a plant would consume 5 million tons of coal each year, requiring construction of new coal mines that would devastate wildlife habitat and create huge scars on the landscape (see chapter 4 for more details). The power plant required for producing 100,000 barrels of shale oil a day—a very small industry—would also emit 10 million tons of global warming pollution.\(^{109}\) Oil shale boosters like to talk about producing 1 million barrels of shale oil a day, which would require construction of 10 new power plants that could generate up to 121 million tons of CO$_2$ per year. This would represent a 90 percent increase in the CO$_2$ emitted by all existing electric utility generating units in 2005 in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah combined.\(^{110}\) Added to this horrific amount of global warming pollution is the CO$_2$ that would result from actually burning the produced shale oil.

OIL SHALE DRAINS AND POLLUTES SCARCE WATER RESOURCES IN THE WEST
Water resources of the western United States are already stressed as never before, likely in part due to increased demand from widespread population growth in western cities and reduced availability due to global warming. The scarcity of water in the American West makes it a valuable resource, and oil shale development threatens to cut into water availability even more. Each barrel of shale oil produced using the mine-and-retort process will likely use from 2.1 to 5.2 barrels of water.\(^{111}\) In 1996, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) found that oil shale development would result in up to an 8.2 percent reduction in the annual flow of Colorado’s White River where it meets the Green River in northeastern Utah.\(^{112}\) Oil shale development is likely to harm not just the quantity of water in the West but also the quality. Mine drainage and discharge from the extraction process could seep into the water supply. Salinity is undoubtedly a looming issue, both because water withdrawals increase salinity concentrations and because the salt content of freshly processed shale is significantly higher than that of raw shale. Whether backfilled into a mine or stored in surface pits, runoff from spent shale waste will make its way into both underground and surface water flows. Concerns about salinity also exist for in-situ methods.\(^{113}\) Retort waters are likely to have high concentrations of soluble organic materials, along with very high concentrations of ammonia nitrogen, alkalinity, chlorides, and sulfates.\(^{114}\) Past studies have also found that in-situ production processes could leak contaminated water into adjacent aquifers and surface water.\(^{115}\)
Increases in salinity from oil shale would destroy habitat for native and endangered fish in the Lower Colorado and Green Rivers and cost agricultural, municipal, and industrial users millions of dollars by harming crops and corroding water infrastructure. According to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. portion of the Colorado River Basin is already hit with damages between $500 million and $750 million annually from elevated salinity.

FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT WILL BE DAMAGED OR LOST
Oil shale leasing and development activities could have significant negative impacts on fish and wildlife. The wells, pipelines, roads, housing facilities, pump stations, refining facilities, and waste-disposal areas needed for extraction will displace an impressive array of wildlife, including long-eared owls, short-horned lizards, elk, and bald eagles. Other species recognized by the BLM as under threat from oil shale development include mule deer, blue grouse, and sage grouse.

The decreases in water flows from an oil shale industry would also significantly affect the fisheries of the Colorado River System—causing, among other things, “the permanent loss or severe degradation of nearly 50 percent of BLM stream fisheries.” Surface disturbance, water diversions, base flow reductions, and long-term aquifer disruption from oil shale are likely to result in the loss of 35 percent of Colorado River cutthroat trout fisheries.

EXTRACTION WILL CHANGE HOW WE ENJOY OUR WESTERN LANDS
Areas of the West containing oil shale are already seeing the effects of a boom in conventional oil and gas activities, as lands historically enjoyed for hunting or recreation fall prey to oil development. A large-scale oil shale operation will dramatically add to these impacts.

Surface mining and retorting generate huge quantities of waste: An industry producing just 100,000 barrels of shale oil a day would require disposal of up to 150,000 tons of waste rock each day, or about 55 million tons per year—resulting in large, permanent scars across the landscape.

While likely to avoid large material waste stockpiles, the drilling and support operations of in-situ mining will cause a decade-long displacement of all other land uses in these areas. Tourism accounts for about 10 percent of the jobs in Rio Blanco County and the Piceance Basin, and elk hunting is the most lucrative recreation activity in northwestern Colorado. Wilderness hunting is simply not possible at in-situ areas. The landscape will be dotted with 15 to 25 heating holes per acre, in addition to the wells needed for recovery of the produced oil and natural gas and those necessary to construct and maintain the freeze wall.

Significant new infrastructure would accompany any oil shale extraction operation. Surface facilities would be needed to upgrade, store, and transport produced shale oil or natural gas. Roads, power plants, power distribution systems, pipelines, water storage and supply facilities, construction staging areas, hazardous materials handling facilities, and myriad buildings (residential, commercial, and industrial) would impose additional serious demands on the local landscape. And the coal mining required to produce the coal that will run the power plants will have major additional impacts.

Bush Administration Races to Tap Untested Oil Shale Technology
Though local residents remember well the last time oil shale went bust in the 1980s, the federal government nonetheless set in motion a process that could lead to large-scale commercial leasing in the Energy Policy Act of 2005. The Act directed the BLM to analyze the regional environmental, economic, and social impacts of commercial oil shale, even though the technologies and their associated impacts cannot yet be known. It also directed the BLM to adopt regulations establishing a commercial leasing program for federal oil shale and tar sands resources. These regulations will address issues such as royalty rates, diligent-development requirements, and bonus bids for commercial leases. Finally, the Act gave the BLM the authority to hold a first-ever commercial lease sale for these vast resources, so long as such a sale is supported by state and local governments and other stakeholders.

The EPAct set an exceedingly ambitious timeline for these activities: The BLM has gone on record saying that it plans to be able to offer commercial oil shale leases in 2008. Activities on research and development (R&D) leases will have barely begun by then, however, and even the companies holding the R&D leases have acknowledged
uncertainty as to the viability of their proposed processes—economically, environmentally, and socially.124

What we do not know about a modern oil shale industry far outweighs what we do know at this point. A wiser course for the BLM would be to let companies conduct research and development activities before it holds a commercial lease sale. The public must be assured that the technology works, that it is economically viable without taxpayer subsidies, that it will comply with all existing and necessary environmental protections, and that it will not result in unacceptable impacts on the environment or western communities.

What Needs to Be Done: Stop Risky Shale Development Before It Starts

Because large-scale oil shale projects have not yet commenced in the United States, we can learn from the challenges being faced in Canada with regard to tar sands. Before commercial-scale oil shale development is even contemplated, exactingly thorough and transparent R&D based on the best available science must be completed. Based on what we do know now, however, it appears that the oil to be wrung from shale is simply not worth its high environmental and social costs.

Oil shale development is still so unproven that it makes little sense to move forward. However, with the potential oil payoff from oil shale so high, we accept that there will be those in government and industry who seek to make it happen. But at a minimum, before any further steps are taken that could lead to widespread commercial leasing, regulators and the public alike must know that development can take place safely, without fouling air quality or harming valuable water resources. If it is to occur, shale development must happen at a scale and grow at a rate that allows local communities to provide for the changing needs of their citizens. Once a viable technology exists, once all the costs of development, both intrinsic and extrinsic, are known, and once society has determined it is willing to bear those costs, only then might it be appropriate to open oil shale lands to a competitive bid process for commercial development. But not before.
CHAPTER 4

Liquid Coal: A “Clean Fuel” Mirage

The coal industry is touting a plan to transform millions of tons of coal into diesel and other liquid fuels using an expensive, inefficient process that releases large quantities of heat-trapping carbon dioxide into our air. The economic, social, and environmental drawbacks of liquid coal are significant: Relying on liquid coal as an alternative fuel could nearly double global warming pollution per gallon of transportation fuel and increase the harmful effects of coal mining on communities and ecosystems from Appalachia to the Rocky Mountains. Liquid coal is not the clean transportation fuel of the future but a dirty and costly industry of the past. America has better options.

Converting Coal Into Global Warming Pollution at the Pump

The primary way that coal can be converted into a petroleum-like product is by breaking it down into basic molecules that can be reassembled to form a liquid fuel. This process requires a lot of energy—energy that is likely to come mostly, if not entirely, from burning coal—and large amounts of water in regions with scarce water resources. The damaging impacts of liquid coal would be widespread, from the local community around the mine to the health of our global climate.

Coal is the highest-carbon fossil fuel, so making fuel from coal guarantees additional emissions of heat-trapping carbon dioxide (CO₂) compared with traditional petroleum refining. Unlike making electricity with coal, liquid coal results in CO₂ emissions not only at the production stage, but also at the end-use stage, as when used as fuel in cars. Liquid coal therefore results in a double-hit of carbon emissions, first from production and then from the tailpipe. The additional coal burning required for such a liquid coal industry would result in more of the damaging impacts of mining and transport on our land, water, and air quality. Yet despite the pollution involved, the race to develop liquid coal has already begun.
Although no liquid coal fuel is sold in the United States today, the Department of Defense (DOD) is actively developing liquid coal fuels for military use. The DOD has plans to use liquid coal to supply 70 percent of its aviation fuel by 2025. To do so, liquid coal proponents have teamed up with the DOD in lobbying Congress to authorize 25-year long-term, fixed-price contracts that would guarantee a market for liquid coal fuels. At the same time, a number of coal states, including Pennsylvania, Montana, and West Virginia, are surging forward with proposals to build new plants to supply liquid coal fuels for commercial use. To finance these costly plants, an industry coalition is pushing Congress to provide a suite of taxpayer subsidies, including price floors, tax credits and research funds, to build some, if not all, of the nine liquid coal plants currently proposed in the United States. Building just a few publicly financed plants, however, would give way to a much larger liquid industry in the United States.

The Damaging Legacy of King Coal: Impacts on Our Health, Land, and Water

While coal is relatively cheap and abundant as a raw material compared with crude oil, the true costs of coal extraction and use are very dear: underground accidents; landscapes destroyed by mountaintop removal and scarred by strip mining; air emissions of acidic, toxic, and heat-trapping pollution from coal combustion; and water pollution from coal mining and combustion wastes, to name a few. These damaging impacts from the conventional coal fuel cycle would only increase if we allow large-scale production of liquid coal fuels.

COAL MINING HARMs MOUNTAINS AND FORESTS

Coal mining—and particularly surface or strip mining—poses one of the most significant threats to terrestrial habitats in the United States. The Appalachian region, for example, which produces more than 35 percent of our nation's coal, is one of the most biologically diverse forested regions in the country. But surface mining clearcuts trees and fragments habitat, destroying natural areas that were home to hundreds of unique species of plants, invertebrates, salamanders, mussels, and fishes. The destruction of forested habitat not only degrades the quality of the natural environment but also destroys the aesthetic values that make the Appalachian region such a popular tourist destination. An estimated 1 million acres of West Virginia mountains were subject to strip mining or mountaintop removal mining between 1939 and 2005. Many of these mines have yet to be reclaimed; where forested mountains once stood, there now stand mounds of sand and gravel.

The terrestrial impacts of coal mining in the Appalachian region are thus considerable. In the West, as in the east, surface mining activities severely damage the landscape as huge machines strip and scrape aside vegetation, soil, and wildlife habitat and adversely impact existing lands and the affected area's ecology. Strip mining results in industrialization of once-quiet open space along with displacement of wildlife, increased soil erosion, loss of recreational opportunities, degradation of wilderness values, and destruction of scenic beauty. And reclamation can be problematic both because of climate and soil quality. Reclamation of surface mined areas, where it does happen, does not necessarily restore pre-mining wildlife habitat and may require scarce water resources be used for irrigation. Forty-six western national parks are located within 10 miles of an identified coal basin, and these parks could be significantly affected by future surface mining in the region.

ABUSIVE MINING TECHNIQUES SCAR THE LAND AND DEGRADE HABITATS

The most significant physical effect on water occurs from valley fills, the method of disposing of waste rock associated with mountaintop removal mining in Appalachia. Since the early 1970s, more than 700 miles of streams in the east have been buried by waste rock, and 1,200 additional miles have been directly harmed through sedimentation or chemical alteration. Valley fills also...
bury the headwaters of streams, which support diverse and unique habitats and regulate nutrients, water quality, and flow quantity. The elimination of headwaters therefore has long-reaching impacts many miles downstream. Together, the waterways harmed by valley fills are about 80 percent as long as the Mississippi River.

Acid mine drainage is the most significant form of chemical pollution that can be produced from coal mining operations. In both underground and surface mining, sulfur-bearing minerals common in coal mining areas are brought up to the surface in waste rock. When these minerals come in contact with precipitation and groundwater, an acidic leachate is formed. This leachate picks up heavy metals and carries these toxins into streams or groundwater. Waters affected by acid mine drainage often exhibit increased levels of sulfate, total dissolved solids, calcium, selenium, magnesium, manganese, conductivity, acidity, sodium, nitrate, and nitrite. This drastically changes stream and groundwater chemistry; the degraded water becomes less habitable, non-potable, and unfit for recreational purposes. In the eastern United States, an estimated 4,000 to 11,000 miles of streams have been polluted by acid mine drainage. In the West, estimates put the damage at 5,000 to 10,000 miles of streams.

**COAL MINING AND TRANSPORT INCREASE AIR POLLUTION**

The mining of coal also produces heat-trapping emissions and particulates. There are two main sources of air pollution during the coal production process. The first is methane, a powerful heat-trapping gas that is the most substantial contributor to global warming after carbon dioxide. Methane emissions from coal mines account for 10 percent to 15 percent of global warming pollution in the United States. According to the most recent official inventory of U.S. global warming emissions, coal mining results in the release of 3 million metric tons of methane per year, which is equivalent to 68 million metric tons of carbon dioxide. The second significant form of air pollution from coal mining is particulate matter (PM) emissions. PM can cause serious respiratory damage and even premature death.

Finally, the transport of coal from where it is mined to where it will be burned also produces significant quantities of air pollution and other environmental harms. Diesel-burning trucks, trains, and barges that transport coal release NOx, SOx, PM, VOCs (volatile organic compounds), CO, and CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere. Running a hybrid vehicle on liquid coal fuels would result in as much pollution on a lifecycle basis as running a Hummer on gasoline. Trucks and trains transporting coal release more than 600,000 tons of NOx and more than 50,000 tons of PM10 into the air annually. In addition to causing serious health risks, black carbon from diesel combustion is another contributor to global warming.

**Liquid Coal: A “Clean Fuel” Mirage**

Replacing oil with liquid coal would impact our carbon footprint for many decades to come. By industry’s own estimates, displacing just 10 percent of our total oil demand with liquid coal fuels would require a 42 percent increase of coal mining in the United States—an additional 475 million tons a year. Given the limited capacity of liquid coal plants being considered today, building a large-scale liquid coal industry would require the construction of hundreds of new emissions-spewing coal plants in communities across the country. These plants, like conventional coal plants, would have a lifetime of 50 to 60 years, adding substantially to the pollution burden of future generations.

The global warming pollution burden of a liquid coal industry would pose a serious threat to our ability to achieve the 80 percent reduction in heat-trapping emissions that scientists advise is necessary to prevent catastrophic global warming. Over the full well-to-wheels production cycle, liquid coal fuel results in about 50 pounds of CO2 emissions per gallon—nearly double the emissions from crude oil production—assuming the CO2 emissions are released into the atmosphere. A doubling of CO2 emissions in the fuel system compared with gasoline today means that running a hybrid vehicle on liquid coal fuels would result in as much pollution on a lifecycle basis as running a Hummer on gasoline.

This is a reasonable assumption, as there is currently no obligation for permanent carbon capture and disposal (see sidebar on page 18) at the production stage and it would
require additional upfront capital investment that the liquid coal industry is unlikely to make in the absence of limits on global warming pollution. None of the legislation currently before Congress to subsidize liquid coal production includes any requirement to reduce emissions or perform carbon capture and disposal.

### CARBON CAPTURE AND DISPOSAL

While energy efficiency and renewable energy are the best options for a clean energy future, there is still a push for fossil fuels. Carbon capture and disposal (CCD) is a technology that is emerging quickly as a feasible option for reducing global warming pollution even as coal continues to play a role in our energy system. The purpose of CCD is to sequester carbon dioxide in geological formations for hundreds or thousands of years, taking CO$_2$ pollution released during production of electricity or fuels and disposing of it permanently underground instead of releasing it in the atmosphere. The feasibility of CCD is currently being explored and evaluated on international, federal, and regional levels, including in the United States. However, this technology is unlikely to be adopted absent policies and incentives that limit global warming pollution. In the case of liquid coal fuels, however, even this technology cannot make this an attractive alternative to the fuels we use today.

The U.S. EPA found that even if carbon capture and disposal technology is used to permanently capture and store 85 percent of the emissions at the production stage, liquid coal fuel would still result in 4 percent more well-to-wheels CO$_2$ emissions compared with gasoline. And an additional analysis conducted by the Department of Energy has shown that well-to-wheel liquid coal emissions with 85 percent carbon capture and storage could be as much as 19 to 25 percent higher than conventional gasoline/diesel. That's because some emissions will escape at the production end and additional CO$_2$ will be emitted at the tailpipe that cannot be captured. No matter how you do the math, liquid coal does not add up to the sustainably made, low-carbon fuel that we will need in order to solve global warming and protect the health of our lands, air, and water. In fact, we can easily achieve the level of oil savings liquid coal proponents are promising, and more, by simply improving the fuel economy of our cars and trucks.

Given the large upfront costs of this industry, Wall Street has not moved quickly to embrace liquid coal. To sweeten the deal, industry is lobbying for substantial new tax breaks, loan-guarantees, grants, price floors, and long-term purchasing commitments to build a new generation of liquid coal plants to supply fuel for military and commercial use. Proposals are being floated in the U.S. Congress that would provide billions of dollars of public financing for liquid coal projects, with no strings attached that would make sure the industry does not worsen our global warming and other pollution problems.

Liquid coal plants, like many coal-related infrastructure projects, are capital intensive. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology estimates the production costs of liquid coal to be approximately $50 dollars a barrel. It may be a bargain on paper, but these economics do not sufficiently capture the upfront capital costs of construction, the risks associated with long lead times, the enormous environmental costs of liquid coal production, or the industry's competitiveness under future economy-wide limits on global warming pollution. It's a bad deal for the environment and for taxpayers, and it would siphon off funding needed for efficiency, renewables, and other low-carbon technologies that can do both: reduce our dependence on oil and solve global warming.

### What Needs To Be Done: Cease Development of Liquid Coal

Using liquid coal to produce a significant amount of transportation fuel would harm communities and the environment in coal-producing regions, as well as exacerbate global warming pollution nationwide. The considerable economic, social, and environmental drawbacks of liquid coal preclude it from being a sound alternative fuel option. Therefore, the United States should not launch a liquid coal industry, and private capital and public investment should not be wasted on a dirty technology of the past that is not compatible with solving global warming and creating a truly clean and secure energy future.
Many investors, banks, and insurance institutions are already concerned about the financial cost of environmental liabilities associated with dirty unconventional sources of liquid fuel, particularly the global warming pollution impacts. A growing number of investment institutions are evaluating companies’ competitiveness on the basis of their global warming pollution. With the United States moving toward a regulatory framework for capping these emissions, the investment community is increasingly recognizing that we are headed toward a carbon-constrained global economy. For business, this means that potential investors and purchasers should view global warming pollution emissions as a “carbon liability.” Likewise, taxpayers should not be asked to put money on the line for fuel industries that fail to deliver global warming solutions and environmental benefits.

High oil prices have piqued investor interest in unconventional fossil fuels. However, investors are looking for insurance against oil price volatility and market uncertainty before they sink investment into a capital-intensive industry. To that end, proponents of tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal fuels are lobbying Congress for a suite of financial incentives to make these unconventional fuels more attractive to investors. Investors and taxpayers should be wary of such a proposition, since it fails to take into account future obligations to reduce global warming pollution and other substantial environmental and social costs. Instead, investors and taxpayers should look toward technologies that can be viable in a market that will increasingly value low-carbon technologies and better environmental performance.

Taxpayers Are Footing the Bill for Unsavory Oil Deals
The tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal industries all require significant long-term capital investments. In recent years, capital expenditures in tar sands projects have increased substantially, and expenditures to construct all announced projects between 2006 and 2015 are estimated at a total of about C$125 billion.148
While reliable numbers for the cost of a contemporary oil shale plant have yet to be determined, past experience shows that such plants do not come cheap. For example, when Exxon shuttered its Colony Oil Shale project in 1982, the projected cost was about $6 billion, or about $12.8 billion in today’s dollars.149

While there are no commercial-scale liquid coal plants in the United States today, the U.S. Department of Energy estimates that building a liquid coal plant that could supply 100,000 barrels per day would cost $7 billion dollars.150 None of these estimates, however, include the cost of emissions-control technology, environmental mitigation, or the potential run-up in the price of coal and transport that would result from large-scale liquid coal production.

Common to tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal is the need for subsidies and incentives to jump-start the capital-intensive industry. In many cases, these initial subsidies turn into entitlements for mature industries that cost taxpayers billions. The tar sands industry in Canada is one such example. Today, tar sands companies continue to receive significant incentives that were first put in place in the mid-1990s, including research and development support and favorable tax and royalty systems. These incentives have remained in place despite the fact that the industry has achieved economic viability. For example, under the existing royalty structure, tar sands companies in Alberta pay only 1 percent of revenues after operating costs until a project’s capital costs are paid out, after which royalties increase to 25 percent of net revenue.152 Even though tar sands production has continuously risen since 1996, Alberta’s share of the total oil and gas royalties has fallen—shortchanging Albertans, the owners of this resource.153 Between 1996 and 2005, tar sands royalties as a share of total royalties to Alberta declined by 35 percent.154 Once production is well under way, as is the case with Canadian tar sands, investors and nearby communities face the revenue consequences of government royalty, tax, and subsidy systems put in place to get the industry started. A recent poll revealed growing public discontent with the royalty regime. In fact, 63 percent of Albertans feel they are not getting maximum revenue from tar sands developments, and 84 percent of Albertans support a public review of the royalty regime.155 The Alberta government is starting a review of its royalty regime, and the Canadian federal government is phasing out its tar sands tax break by 2015.

In the United States, while developers of conventional federal oil and gas resources typically pay a 12.5 percent royalty, it is uncertain whether the federal government will impose a similar levy on development of federal oil shale resources. Royalty rates are among the items to be addressed in commercial-leasing regulations called for in the Energy Policy Act and set to be completed in 2008.156 Industry has already advocated for economic terms that would be exceedingly favorable to development of oil shale, including substantial subsidies. In testimony to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee in June 2006, the representative of a company involved in developing unconventional sources of liquid fuel asked for federal loan guarantees, a $100-million federal grant or non-recourse loan program, investment tax credits, an excise tax credit, and mandatory inclusion of unconventional sources of liquid fuel in the Strategic Petroleum Reserve storage facilities.157 Various legislative provisions that would have codified reduced royalties—or would have instructed the adoption of a royalty regime similar to the one in place for Canadian tar sands—were considered and rejected by Congress in 2006.158

With regard to liquid coal, investor analysts are questioning the economic sense of bankrolling a new start-up industry for liquid coal when large energy companies are best suited for such investments. In evaluating liquid coal, the Stanford Policy Research Group has noted that major oil companies such as Shell and Conoco-Phillips are most able, in terms of capital, experience, and

---

**Table: Black Sunday: Oil Shale’s Vulnerability to Price Volatility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2, 1982</td>
<td>Exxon and the Tosco Corporation closed their half-built Colony Oil Shale plant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the late 1970s, oil shale development was to be another Manhattan Project, a huge national effort to meet the country’s rising liquid fuel needs and help make the United States less dependent on crude oil. In reaction to the Arab oil embargoes and a national oil shortage, the federal government set up the Synfuels Corporation to offer up to $17.5 billion in loan, price, and purchase guarantees to firms developing oil shale plants.151 Despite the promise, the high costs of the new technology and plant design coupled with declining world oil prices led Exxon and the Tosco Corporation to close their half-built Colony Oil Shale plant and abandon the project on May 2, 1982—known to this day as “Black Sunday” throughout Colorado.
technology, to finance liquid coal construction. However, these companies are not investing in liquid coal and have invested in only limited production of cleaner and cheaper natural gas-to-liquids. This is a telling sign. Proceeding with liquid coal plants now could leave investments stranded or impose unnecessarily high abatement costs on the economy when a regulatory framework for capping global warming pollution is put in place. Taxpayers should not be asked to foot the bill to help a mature coal industry to develop a questionable fuel that does not have a future in solving global warming, cannot provide a clean fuel alternative, and does not even attract oil industry investment.

Global Warming: Market Concern Is Heating Up
The critical question now facing investors is whether any of these high-carbon, high-capital-cost fossil fuels can be competitive in a carbon-constrained market. The United States is likely to adopt a regulatory framework that will cap global warming pollution in the near future; in fact, many states have moved forward with mandatory limits on emissions. In addition to an economy-wide cap on emissions, fuel providers may face additional standards on fuels that would require lower carbon content over time and more environmentally sustainable production practices. Canada, Europe, and other parts of the world are moving forward with capping global warming pollution. Tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal all result in higher global warming pollution than our conventional crude oil system does today. In Canada, tar sands production is the single largest contributor to global warming pollution growth and is expected to reach approximately 11 percent of Canada’s annual average Kyoto target emissions by 2012.159 Investors must take into consideration future global warming obligations and the competitiveness of alternatives under such obligations in evaluating the revenue and market share potential of unconventional sources of liquid fuel. Proponents of liquid coal, especially, have failed to provide an accurate account of the industry’s global warming pollution impacts and have yet to incorporate the cost of carbon emissions control strategies into their profit proposition.

There is already a growing concern in the marketplace, including the investment, banking, and insurance sectors, that global warming liabilities will outstrip investment benefits. Evidence of investor interest can be seen in shareholder advocacy. For example, a 2003 shareholder resolution called on PetroCanada, a company active in developing tar sands, to detail the range of potential financial liability associated with global warming pollution and its strategy to reduce this liability, and a 2004 shareholder resolution called on PetroCanada to report on specific emission reduction initiatives undertaken by the company to address risks and liabilities arising from climate change.160 Socially responsible investment companies regularly provide information to investors about issues such as global warming—and some are going further by trying to set benchmarks for good industry practices, as seen in a 2007 Ethical Funds report analyzing Canadian tar sands companies.

Banks are also starting to address the fiscal impacts of global warming, with JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, HSBC, and others encouraging their clients to address global warming through mechanisms such as carbon mitigation plans and carbon reporting.162, 163, 164 These banks are also adopting climate policies aimed at reducing energy use and CO₂ emissions. In December 2004, HSBC was the first major bank to make a commitment to become carbon neutral by 2006—a goal it achieved in September 2005.165 In November 2005, Goldman Sachs established an environmental policy framework that addresses how markets are an important player in responding to environmental challenges, including climate change.166 More recently, Citigroup announced a commitment to reduce global warming pollution emissions by 10 percent by 2011.167

Several insurance providers, including Swiss Re, Allianz, Lloyds, and AIG, have also made commitments to establish a framework for clean energy and climate change action. In February 2007, Allianz and Lloyd’s signed a statement from a range of sectors including insurance, investment, utilities, and car manufacturers, calling on governments to provide targets for global warming pollution and carbon dioxide emissions, a price on carbon emissions, and policies aimed at addressing energy efficiency and carbon reduction.168

Along with potential investors, markets for fuels are changing with growing concern about global warming pollution. While European countries are making commitments to reduce global warming pollution and increase dependence on renewable energy and
environmentally sustainable fuels, the newest trend can be seen in California, which is committed to mandatory limits on global warming pollution and regulations that take into account the full lifecycle emissions of fuel extraction and production.\textsuperscript{169} On January 18, 2007, the California governor proposed the world’s first low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS), which will require fuel providers (defined as refiners, importers, and blends of motor fuels) to decrease the average carbon content of their fuel mix by 10 percent by 2020.\textsuperscript{170} This technology-neutral, long-term obligation is expected to provide a powerful market signal to investors and energy companies to transition away from high-carbon fuel alternatives, such as tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal, and toward low-carbon sustainable fuels.

**Liabilities of Unconventional Oil Make Investments a Losing Proposition**

Investors betting on tar sands, oil shale, or liquid coal should evaluate viability and competitiveness in terms of potential energy, environment, and social liabilities—factors that are not fully accounted for or accurately disclosed by industry.

**Uncertain energy costs.** Tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal are energy-hungry industries. An added economic uncertainty for investors is how and at what cost to the economy, environment, and society these industries will acquire the energy they need over the long term. The tar sands industry currently consumes approximately 0.6 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day—its main energy source. As natural gas prices have risen, the energy-intensive tar sands industry has started looking for alternative energy sources, including nuclear and coal. The high energy demands of processing oil shale create similar challenges. The Rand Corporation estimated that it will likely take as much as $3 billion to build the power plant that will be necessary just to produce 100,000 barrels of shale oil—literally a drop in the bucket of domestic energy demands. Whatever the energy demands, they will not come cheap, and potential future limits on global warming pollution will make these unconventional sources of liquid fuel yet more expensive to produce.

**Environmental liabilities.** Environmental constraints on tar sands oil, shale oil, and coal extraction and processing include availability and quality of water, waste management, impacts on wildlife and habitat, and ecosystem remediation. Discussions in earlier sections of this report show that there are numerous uncertainties concerning future environmental liabilities linked to development of these unconventional sources of liquid fuel—and most of these uncertainties are not taken into account in the investment and investment return structure. And in cases where financial disclosure is required, environmental uncertainties such as land reclamation and long-term management of tailings can make reported figures inaccurate.\textsuperscript{171} For example, as of June 2006, many tar sands companies did not seem to take into account the significant environmental costs of extracting oil from the tar sands.\textsuperscript{172} This can mean unexpected additional costs and delays for companies, as was the case in May 2006 when the Alberta tar sand mining conglomerate Syncrude was forced to suspend its C$7.63 billion Stage 3 expansion due to an order by Alberta Environment to curb odorous emissions.\textsuperscript{173}

**Aboriginal community rights.** Where coal, oil shale, or tar sands oil development overlap with traditional lands of Aboriginal communities, companies can find themselves at odds with community rights and needs. For example, in the Canadian tar sands, in November 2006, the Federal Court of Canada ruled in favor of a northern Alberta First Nation, agreeing that they had not been properly consulted on the multibillion-dollar Mackenzie Gas Pipeline Project that will help fuel Alberta’s tar sands oil development.\textsuperscript{174} The court held that the federal government had failed to consult the Dene Tha’ First Nation on the proposed project, which would have serious effects on their land. This decision caused the pipeline approval process to be delayed.

In the United States, Congress recognized the important role that Indian tribes and state and federal governments should play with regard to oil shale development. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 contained a unique provision calling on federal-agency consultation with these parties to “determine the level of support and interest in… the development of tar sands and oil shale resources.”\textsuperscript{175} The Energy Policy Act takes into account the legacy of past oil shale busts and the fact that tribal, state, and local governments should be entitled to opt out of commercial leasing if they deem the resulting development to be sufficiently inconsistent with public sentiment and local policies.
Other community constraints. The rapid pace of development that tends to accompany new oil booms such as tar sands and oil shale brings with it many socio-economic demands on local communities, such as infrastructure and labor, which can derail investments. In the case of oil shale, some local community members are calling for the early establishment of a trust fund to provide financial support to communities affected by development. In 2006, the high cost of infrastructure, growing environmental concerns, and the high price of inputs in Alberta’s tar sands region led to several companies putting off their tar sands projects. For example, in August 2006, France’s Total SA pushed its proposed tar sands project back three years due to increasing costs for labor and materials. Similarly, in October 2006, PetroCanada announced that it was pushing back the decision to proceed with its tar sands mining project, which could cost as much as C$19 billion, based on industry trends. Energy analysts have found that capital costs for Canadian tar sands projects have increased by up to 55 percent since the beginning of 2005, due to, among other things, labor shortages and rising material costs.

Recommendations for Investors
The investment community can play a critical role in steering the development of clean, sustainably made transportation fuels that will be competitive in a carbon-constrained marketplace. To that end, transparency about a company’s financial and market-share risk under foreseeable future environmental regulations, including limits on global warming pollution, is critical for investors to fully evaluate risks and make well-informed decisions. At present, the tar sands, oil shale, and liquid coal industries are failing to disclose such risks and relying on uncertain taxpayer subsidies as an essential element of their business value proposition. Therefore, investors should:
(1) demand transparency regarding the full financial risks associated with the environmental and social liabilities of unconventional sources of liquid fuel;
(2) cost-out and assign a financial value for the short- and long-term environmental risks of unconventional sources of liquid fuel, including the cost of emissions-control technology, and require companies to articulate strategies for mitigating these risks; and
(3) consider the competitiveness of unconventional sources of liquid fuel in a carbon-constrained market and actively evaluate fuel technologies based on their potential to meet low-carbon fuel obligations.
The Clean Path for Transportation

There is a better, cleaner path forward for transportation, one that does not bind us to the many costs and consequences of dirty unconventional fuel sources. We can get on that cleaner path by moderating demand, using our energy resources more efficiently, and commercializing cleaner, more environmentally responsible transportation fuels and technologies. We already know what needs to be done. With swift action across multiple sectors—from oil companies to investors to automobile manufacturers to government policymakers—we can move toward a more secure energy future. The following recommendations, targeted to specific participants, can help put North America on a clean energy path.

**Set the Bar for Substitute Fuels**

The first steps that must be taken establish policies that put us on a path of de-carbonization of our transportation fuels, effectively erecting a “Wrong Way” sign in front of ill-considered policies and practices while spurring commercialization of cleaner fuels.

Developing low-carbon fuels is essential as we move down the clean path toward a secure energy future. Several steps need to be taken to ensure that low-carbon fuels such as ethanol and electricity penetrate the transportation fuel market and replace petroleum-based fuels, assuming that these low-carbon choices are also environmentally sustainable in terms of air, water, lands, and health. Several policy and transportation-industry changes can drive this reform.

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD REFORM THE EXISTING RENEWABLE FUEL STANDARD AND ENACT A NEW LOW-CARBON FUEL STANDARD**

To further encourage the use of biofuels, the federal government should enhance the renewable fuel standard, increasing production requirements as well as the production of next-generation biofuels, especially cellulosic ethanol. As described by the WorldWatch Institute as well as various NRDC publications, ethanol processed from the cellulose of plants is an emerging technology that in theory offers tremendous energy and environmental benefits over conventional corn ethanol.

In early 2007, Governor Schwarzenegger and the state of California set the example by adopting a first-of-its-kind “low-carbon fuel standard” (LCFS). Transcending debates over which fuels should receive subsidies or be barred from the fuel mix, the standard is based on full-fuel-cycle emissions of heat-trapping carbon dioxide, the most voluminous of global warming pollutants.
From this starting point, the LCFS order applies a uniform standard to all refiners, producers, and importers of fuel: reducing overall carbon intensity by 10 percent by 2020. This ambitious yet achievable goal avoids picking specific winners (or losers) among fuels, opening the playing field to other potential fuel entrants like biobutanol, an alternative currently being piloted in the United Kingdom by a partnership between BP and DuPont.183

Other states and the federal government should move quickly to adopt similar standards. Doing so will ensure that we move beyond oil by de-carbonizing our transportation fuel sources, enhancing our energy security while also reducing heat-trapping pollution.

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD CREATE AND ENACT A REASONABLE SUSTAINABILITY STANDARD TO REDUCE UNINTENDED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FROM INCREASING BIOFUELS PRODUCTION**

While biofuel technologies hold great promise in reducing heat-trapping pollution, it is equally important that the EPA ensure that the production and use of biofuels do not degrade our air, soil, and water quality; threaten sensitive wildlife habitat; or negatively affect public health. Realizing the benefits of biofuels will require close attention to details of crop cultivation and fuel production, as described by an NRDC expert in testimony before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee:

> Consider a cellulosic ethanol plant. While such plants are often considered to be environmentally superior to corn ethanol plants, this is not necessarily the case, depending on how the cellulosic feedstock is produced. For example, if the biomass for the cellulosic ethanol plant is obtained by converting to biomass production land that had been enrolled in the conservation reserve program (CRP), then the forgone conservation benefits and carbon benefits must be accounted for. The CRP has enrolled more than 1 million acres in forest cover, including hardwoods, longleaf pine, and other softwoods. While these are secondary, rather than old growth forests, they nonetheless provide important ecological services and sequester a substantial amount of carbon. Converting such lands to biofuels production would not only rapidly return to the atmosphere the carbon sequestered since the trees were planted, but would also forgo future carbon sequestration on this land.184

Establishing standards to prevent or mitigate adverse effects on other natural resources is critical if these fuels are to deliver on their promise. If we support their deployment with the right mix of incentives and requirements to ensure that they are produced sustainably, biofuels will add a significant silver lining to high fuel price trends.

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD REQUIRE ALL VEHICLES TO BE FLEXIBLE-FUEL**

Lawmakers must require that all new cars and trucks be capable of operating on biofuels or other non-petroleum-based fuels. Currently, unmodified vehicles can only use gasoline blended with 10 percent (by volume) ethanol. Higher blends of such alcohol fuels can be used only in vehicles that are designed to burn high-oxygen fuel. Such flex-fuel vehicles (FFVs) have special electronic sensors to gauge the fuel blend and hoses and pumps that resist corrosion. FFVs can run on almost any gasoline-alcohol blend, the most common being an 85 percent ethanol blend (E85). There is very little cost differential between an FFV and a regular vehicle.185

But few FFVs that are on the road today actually use high-blend ethanol fuel because E85 is available in only a few locations and is typically more expensive than gasoline. With dedicated funding and research, however, these costs are coming down. Cellulosic ethanol is on the horizon and promises to substantially reduce the cost and improve the environmental performance of ethanol fuel.186

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD REQUIRE, AND HELP FINANCE, THE TRANSFORMATION OF RETAIL FUEL DELIVERY TO PROVIDE MORE FUEL OPTIONS**

Making sure that vehicles have the capacity to function using high-biofuel-blend energy will make little difference if there are no pumps available. Fewer than 1 percent of the approximately 170,000 fuel retailers in the United States currently have such pumps, and those that do don’t put the pumps directly under the canopy with other products.187

Policymakers should consider two recommendations put forth in February 2007 by the “25 by ’25” coalition, a nationwide network of advocates for renewable energy, one of whose goals is 25 percent biofuels use by 2025:

- Expand the existing federal tax credit for installing E85 pumps, raising the $30,000 cap to $50,000, applying it to each station that installs an E85 pump, and increasing
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the percentage that can be claimed from 30 percent to 50 percent, but phasing this change in current law out over time to reduce the fiscal impacts.

■ Require owners or operators of more than 10 retail filling stations to make 10 percent of their stations E85 in any area in which Flexible Fuel Vehicle registration exceeds 8 percent. The EPA should report annually on the percentage of FFVs registered in each area of the country.\(^{188}\)

**AUTOMAKERS SHOULD PROMOTE TECHNOLOGIES THAT POWER VEHICLES WITH ELECTRICITY, NOT OIL**

Advanced technologies continue to gain popularity, including hybrid-electric cars and trucks fueled by electricity and/or gasoline. While the market has been dominated by the Toyota Prius, an increasing number of other hybrid options are now available as automakers respond to astounding sales increases since the turn of the millennium—sales have jumped from under 10,000 in 2000 to nearly 230,000 in 2006.\(^{189}\)

The next generation of hybrids could be the plug-in hybrid-electric vehicle (PHEV). These vehicles allow electricity from a grid to be used as a fuel, although they can also run on gasoline; some could also be flexible-fuel-capable and can run on a blend of alcohol fuel and gasoline. But significant challenges remain before these are market-ready, including battery technology. Batteries remain expensive and have limited ranges. Despite cost savings from a smaller internal combustion engine and electrification of other vehicle components, while a hybrid-electric vehicle might cost $2,500 to $4,000 more than a similar conventional vehicle, a PHEV with a range of 20 miles would cost $4,000 to $6,000 more, and one with a range of 60 miles would cost $7,400 to $10,000 more.\(^{190}\)

However, technological development and economies of scale would cause these costs to drop over time.

Range itself may not be a troubling issue, since 31 percent to 39 percent of annual miles driven are the “first 20 miles” of daily driving, meaning that many Americans travel no more than 20 miles per day.\(^{191}\) Therefore, the daily needs of many drivers would be satisfied within the batteries’ range. PHEVs would also save a great deal of fuel. One estimate, illustrated in Figure 4, found that while a conventional vehicle uses 523 gallons per year and a hybrid-electric vehicle uses 378, a PHEV with a 20-mile range would use 219. A PHEV with a 60-mile range would use a minuscule 83 gallons annually.\(^{192}\)

**Figure 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gallons of Gas Consumed per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-in (20-mile range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-in (60-mile range)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are other advantages to PHEVs. They suffer less from the chicken-and-egg problems that plague hydrogen, since an electrical grid already exists.\(^{193}\) If charged at homes at night, they would make use of surplus, off-peak generating capacity. And as long as the grid is powered by relatively low-emission resources—such as natural gas, hydroelectric, wind, or solar—air pollution would also be reduced.\(^{194}\)

The challenge with this technology is that surplus capacity and power sources vary among regions. Another issue is that transportation could well promote stability and efficiency in power supply, since car batteries could theoretically feed surplus electricity into the grid on a daily basis. So the power could flow both ways, benefiting both the grid and the vehicles, and a growing fleet of plug-in hybrids would supply a substantial amount of electricity.\(^{195}\)

**Deploy More Fuel-Efficient Technologies and Manage Travel Demand**

The cleanest, fastest, and cheapest method of reducing global warming pollution and slowing the rush toward unconventional sources of liquid fuel is more efficient use of oil. Using this resource more efficiently will extend the lifespan of conventional oil reserves—in effect flattening the oft-mentioned peak—and thereby reduce the pressure to develop unconventional fossil fuels. Efficiency would allow policymakers and the private sector time to focus on, and steer toward, longer-term technology solutions to oil dependence and global warming pollution. We can begin to ease demand by deploying efficient technologies available today, driving investment toward low-carbon fuels, and developing travel alternatives that will help consumers and businesses change habits in the marketplace.
Demand trends—poor fuel economy performance and ever-rising vehicle-miles of travel—pose a challenge to moderating demand for oil. However, there is a growing confluence of interests pushing in this direction. Perhaps the best evidence of this is the call for a 20 percent reduction in projected gasoline consumption in 10 years by President Bush in his 2007 State of the Union address. ConocoPhillips and ExxonMobil also recently endorsed an increase in vehicle fuel economy standards, with other business and national security leaders following suit.

Putting the nation on such a trajectory would reduce price volatility and moderate increases in global oil price, given the influential role of the United States in the global marketplace. This would in turn cool interest in substitutes, including destructive tar sands development, oil shale exploration, and coal extraction. It would buy much-needed time for a rational transition to new transportation energy sources.

Transportation in particular offers substantial opportunities for reducing wasted fuel. Cars and light trucks are by far the single greatest consumer in the U.S. transportation sector, as shown in the pie chart below, with quantities shown in million barrels of oil.

**Figure 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Customers in the Transportation Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cars and Light Trucks 60.5% (8.58 mbd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Trucks 16% (2.27 mbd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation 10% (1.37 mbd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other 13.9% (1.97 mbd)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD RAISE FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS FOR CARS AND LIGHT TRUCKS**

New public policy can help to reduce demand for oil sensibly and effectively. First, there is an established policy for boosting fuel economy performance of U.S. light-duty vehicles: the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program. CAFE was enacted in 1975 in response to the first oil shocks and set separate standards for passenger cars and light trucks, including sport utility vehicles (SUVs) and minivans. The standards, combined with significant fuel price increases, led to a near doubling of fuel economy for passenger cars and a 50 percent increase for light trucks. Without CAFE, the United States would have used about 2.8 million barrels a day more gasoline in 2000. Average fuel economy for the combined fleet peaked in 1988 at 22.1 mpg and has stagnated since then.

But this doesn’t mean that efficiency has declined. It has just been trumped by other attributes, including size, weight, and horsepower. If these characteristics were held constant, historical fuel economy performance would have continued to improve.

President Bush has advocated a boost to the standard that mirrors proposals offered by leaders across the aisle, in both the House and the Senate. As part of the “20 in 10” gasoline savings plan laid out in his 2007 State of the Union address, the president argued that reforming and strengthening the standard should account for about one-quarter of total savings by increasing the standards 4 percent per year. If put into place, the fuel and pollution reductions would be substantial: By 2017, 550,000 barrels of oil a day would be saved each year, and 95 million metric tons of heat-trapping carbon dioxide emissions would be prevented annually.

Fortunately, automakers have the technical expertise to increase efficiency. In fact, a host of efficiency-enhancing, inexpensive technologies were identified in a 2002 study on CAFE by the National Research Council (NRC). They found that the cumulative effect could increase fuel economy by about one-third in a reasonable amount of time, without affecting safety: “It is technically feasible and potentially economical to improve fuel economy without reducing vehicle weight or size, and, therefore, without significantly affecting the safety of motor vehicle travel.”
In spite of some market penetration by the technologies featured in the NRC report in reaction to high prices, many remain good candidates for further increasing fleetwide fuel economy. Off-the-shelf technologies include improvements such as turbochargers, continuously variable and six-speed transmissions, slicker materials, and low-rolling-resistance tires to reduce drag on vehicles. The Union of Concerned Scientists has calculated that the total effect of improvements like these on an average SUV would yield at least a 31 percent improvement in fuel-economy performance.

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD ADOPT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR HEAVY TRUCKS AND TIRES**

Beyond CAFE, other components of the transportation sector could be improved by the enactment of new performance standards. Specifically, NRDC has proposed requiring improvements in fuel economy performance of heavy trucks and replacement tires. A 2006 report by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) found dramatic potential for saving oil by adopting these policies.

**TRUCK AND AIRPLANE MANUFACTURERS SHOULD DEVELOP NEW, ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES**

As ACEEE notes, medium- to heavy-duty trucks account for 63 percent of energy used to transport freight, guzzling 2.4 million barrels of oil a day. By deploying a variety of technologies, including hybridization analogous to light-duty vehicles such as the Ford Escape hybrid and the Toyota Prius, ACEEE estimates that fuel economy could be increased nearly 40 percent in long-haul trucks and more than 50 percent in short-haul trucks.

In the summer of 2006, the EPA announced an exciting new invention, the outcome of a partnership with the United Parcel Service (UPS): the hydraulic hybrid. Different from battery-dependent hybrid-electric technologies, it uses a hydraulic drivetrain in medium-duty trucks. The advantages are similar to those of a Prius, since this drivetrain recovers braking energy, provides more efficient operating modes, and allows engine shutoff during prolonged stops. The cost differential is smaller than for a hybrid-electric vehicle and boosts fuel economy 60 to 70 percent, slashing heat-trapping carbon dioxide emissions by 40 percent. Substantial efficiency gains have also been made in aviation, a sector where high fuel prices have had a punishing effect on already-thin profit margins. NRDC estimates that additional gains could be achieved via improved air traffic management. Specifically, using new technology to take more direct routes, flying at lower altitudes, and reducing wait time for takeoff and landing strips could save 140,000 barrels of oil a day by 2025. The Pew Center on Global Climate Change found in a recent study that fuel efficiency could be improved by up to 50 percent in the long-term by using better engine technologies and improved aerodynamics through technologies such as winglets.

**Offer Consumers More Choices and Provide Incentives to Use Them**

A complementary plan to save oil by moderating demand is to provide Americans with alternatives to driving such as public transit, often not an option in suburban neighborhoods built since World War II. Techniques for doing this necessarily have a longer time horizon for effectiveness, but the evidence is clear that such efforts do pay off. And many of them offer other benefits, such as increased economic development in blighted neighborhoods, improved quality of life, and increased opportunities for physical activity that leads to improved health.

In 2005, Congress enacted a new law called SAFETEA-LU, providing directives and guidance for the investment of hundreds of billions of dollars of federal gas tax and general revenue. This law is due to be reauthorized in 2009. New funding should come with strings attached that require changes in planning and zoning for land surrounding transit nodes such that commercial and residential development is clustered within walking and biking distance.

**POLICYMAKERS SHOULD INVEST IN TRANSIT AND PROVIDE INCENTIVES TO OPT OUT OF DRIVING**

In addition to enacting more robust planning requirements for transportation investments, the new transportation bill should include added funding for rail or bus transit lines in metropolitan areas. Building and clustering development around such lines—a technique known as “transit-oriented development”—would boost ridership and reduce oil use.
In fact, the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) figures that the country would save almost 100,000 barrels of oil per day by doubling transit ridership.\textsuperscript{218}

Policymakers must also provide new economic incentives that encourage citizens to take advantage of new transit infrastructure, and build public support for such projects. One example of such a policy, which would yield large societal and environmental benefits, is “pay-as-you-drive” auto insurance. Right now, driving comes with a variety of fixed costs: vehicle registration, licensing, and insurance. Tying insurance rates to miles of vehicle travel would link them more closely to risk, save oil, reduce pollution, and decrease congestion. One recent analysis found that the oil savings of pay-as-you-drive insurance would be more than 740,000 barrels per day due to a 9.1 percent reduction in driving.\textsuperscript{219}

Cumulatively, policies that combine investments in new infrastructure located near town or city centers with incentives to opt out of driving for every trip could yield huge benefits. As a 2006 analysis commissioned by NRDC concluded:

Reasonably aggressive implementation of currently existing best-practice transportation measures can reduce VMT [vehicle miles traveled] by about 16 percent from baseline projections by 2020, 24 percent by 2030, and 32 percent by 2050. More aggressive implementation of transportation demand management (e.g., to a greater extent than current best practice) or the introduction of new or additional policy measures could make these reductions even greater.

Further, decreasing VMT significantly leverages fuel and energy savings from biofuels and fuel efficiency—combined, biofuels, vehicle efficiency, and improved transportation choices could reduce our transportation-related oil demand in 2050 by 90 percent, from more than 30 million barrels of oil per day to about 3 million barrels.\textsuperscript{220} This potent combination thus has a tremendous effect on energy requirements and climate change impacts. Further, improving transportation choices and decreasing VMT can greatly help a number of other environmental, economic, and social considerations.\textsuperscript{221}
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Conclusion

As the world’s most oil-dependent region, North America faces few easy choices about our energy future. America alone currently consumes a quarter of the world’s oil supply. We must find a way to retain our mobility and to accommodate the growing demand for transportation fuels, while at the same time taking immediate steps to slow, stop, and reverse the emissions of heat-trapping gases that cause global warming. The solutions lie in clean, renewable fuel sources and energy-efficient technology—not the dirty, unconventional fuel substitutes of tar sands, oil shale, and coal.

North America can substantially reduce its dependence on oil not by relying on these dirtier fossil fuels, but rather by employing technologies and clean fuels that can cut global warming pollution, grow our economy, and create jobs without sacrificing our health, our communities, or our precious landscapes.

The first step is to increase dramatically the efficiency of fuel use in our vehicles and transportation system. The good news is that we’ve boosted efficiency before—in the United States from 1975 to 1983, we doubled the fuel-economy performance of sedans and increased by half the performance of light trucks. If not for these changes, America would be consuming almost 3 million additional barrels of oil daily on top of the 21 million barrels we currently consume. Although progress in vehicle fuel economy stalled in the 1980s, new off-the-shelf technology, as well as advanced options such as hybrid cars, can help to jumpstart that progress once again.

More good news comes in the form of the current boom in production and use of cleaner fuels such as high-blend ethanol and biodiesel. Increasing interest in electricity as an alternative way of powering our vehicles, by plugging in instead of filling the tank, may also be a welcome development.

But in order to fully realize efficiency gains, we must push back against dirty fuel development, which will set back our forward momentum toward a cleaner fuel future. Driven by prices—and a lack of rational public policy to create safeguards within the marketplace—the oil industry is moving rapidly to “de-conventionalize” its reserves to meet booming liquid fuel demand. First in line, and already in production, are the tar sands. Next up could well be oil shale and liquid coal.

North America is at a historic crossroads, and our choice of path will have profound effects on climatic stability, water resources, habitat, and our economy. We have the technology and the knowledge to take the trajectory that yields big dividends for both ends of the pump. What we need to move down that road is political leadership.
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